Special issue in the *Journal of Environmental Planning and Management*:

**Environmental Communication in Planning, Natural Resource Management and Sustainability Transformations**

1. Marcus Bussey, Eva Friman, Thao Do, Sanna Barrineau & Neil Powell: *Exploring co-creation labs: creative convergence at work*

2. Therese Åhlvik, Hanna Bergeå, Malte Rödl & Lars Hallgren: *When hope messages become the discursive norm: how repertoires of hope shape communicative capacity in conversations on the circular economy*


4. Sofie Joosse, Martin Westin, Fanny Möckel, Holly Keasey & Sönke Lorenzen: *Storytelling to save the planet: who gets to say what is sustainable, who tells the stories, and who should listen and change?*

5. Shiv Ganesh, Delaney Harness, Samantha James, Julius Klingelhöfer, Mackenzie Schnell & Nitha Palakshappa: *The Powerpoint Imagination: Visualization and Managerial Vocabularies in Environmental Reports*


7. Tema Milstein, Cathy Sherry, John Carr & Maggie Siebert: *“Got to get ourselves back to the garden”: Sustainability transformations and the power of positive environmental communication*

8. Max Whitman & Sara Holmgren: *Representations of wildfires in academia*

9. Christoffer Söderlund Kanarp & Lotten Westberg: *Adapting climate change – how government authorities in Sweden make sense of adaptation through a network practice*

10. Martin Westin, Lars Hallgren & Emily Montgomerie: *Between authority and argumentation: facilitators’ use of power in collaborative governance*

11. Anke Fischer, Sofie Joosse, Jacob Strandell, Nora Söderberg, Kornelia Johansson & Wiebren J Boonstra: *How justice shapes transition governance – a discourse analysis of Swedish policy debates*

12. Lotten Westberg, Hanna Bergeå & Lars Hallgren: *Meaning-making in the practice of collaboration: How implicit normative structures guide collaborative processes around contested resources*

13. Anke Fischer, Sofie Joosse, Lars Hallgren & Lotten Westberg: *EDITORIAL - How research on communication can help to understand the management of natural resources and sustainability transformations: Practices, concerns and new perspectives on environmental communication*
Discussion groups at Mistra Environmental Communication
Special Issue launch 13th March 2024

**Group 1: Exploring the multimodality and multilaterality of environmental communication**

Malte Rödl, Jutta Haider & Sofie Joosse: *The quest for “nature” in selfies: how platforms shape nature/society relationships*

Tema Milstein, Cathy Sherry, John Carr & Maggie Siebert: *“Got to get ourselves back to the garden”: Sustainability transformations and the power of positive environmental communication*

Shiv Ganesh, Delaney Harness, Samantha James, Julius Klingelhöfer, Mackenzie Schnell & Nitha Palakshappa: *The Powerpoint Imagination: Visualization and Managerial Vocabularies in Environmental Reports*

Marcus Bussey, Eva Friman, Thao Do, Sanna Barrineau & Neil Powell: *Exploring co-creation labs: creative convergence at work*

Comments: Michael Wilson, University of Loughborough, UK
Facilitators: Marlis Wullenkord and Emily Montgomerie
Rooms: STAY IN THIS ROOM

**Group 2: Exploring environmental communication from instrumental and constitutive perspectives**

Therese Åhlvik, Hanna Bergeå, Malte Rödl & Lars Hallgren: *When hope messages become the discursive norm: how repertoires of hope shape communicative capacity in conversations on the circular economy*

Max Whitman & Sara Holmgren: *Representations of wildfires in academia*

Christoffer Söderlund Kanarp & Lotten Westberg: *Adapting climate change – how government authorities in Sweden make sense of adaptation through a network practice*

Anke Fischer, Sofie Joosse, Jacob Strandell, Nora Söderberg, Kornelia Johansson & Wiebren J Boonstra: *How justice shapes transition governance – a discourse analysis of Swedish policy debates*

Comments: Franzisca Weder, Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria
Facilitators: Josefina Marklund and Nora Förell
Rooms: Lunchroom upstairs and Zoom breakout room 1

**Group 3: Engaging with disagreement, conflict and power in environmental communication**

Martin Westin, Lars Hallgren & Emily Montgomerie: *Between authority and argumentation: facilitators’ use of power in collaborative governance*

Susan Senecah: *The Trinity of Voice: A Framework to Improve Trust and Ground Decision Making in Participatory Processes*

Sofie Joosse, Martin Westin, Fanny Möckel, Holly Keasey & Sönke Lorenzen: *Storytelling to save the planet: who gets to say what is sustainable, who tells the stories, and who should listen and change?*

Lotten Westberg, Hanna Bergeå & Lars Hallgren: *Meaning-making in the practice of collaboration: How implicit normative structures guide collaborative processes around contested resources*

Comments: Shiv Ganesh, University of Texas at Austin, USA
Facilitators: Hanna Bergeå and Alejandra Figueredo
Rooms: Faculty Club and Zoom breakout room 2